Subjective survival scaling factors are often estimated from one observation of life expectancy and treated as constant to any target age. Using new survey data on subjective survival probabilities over a range of target ages, we propose and estimate a model incorporating cohort-and target age-varying beliefs in scaling factors. Both cohort age and target age matter: respondents are pessimistic about overall life expectancy but optimistic about survival to advanced ages, and older respondents are more optimistic than younger. We illustrate the effect of these variations on the perceived value of annuities and on optimal life cycle consumption plans.
Introduction
In most forward-looking economic models, agents' subjective survival expectations are critical.
Standard life cycle models, for example, predict that people will weight utility by their subjective survival probabilities, shifting resources towards the times of life when their chances of being alive to enjoy them are highest. To make such far-sighted plans, people need to have a complete set of survival expectations, extending from their current age out to the oldest age to which they could possibly live. Since this information is usually not available to researchers, many empirical life cycle studies assume that the shape of each person's subjective survival curve matches the population average, after some constant adjustment for personal optimism or pessimism.
Here we collect and model new survey data that captures the subjective survival expectations of 920 middle aged men and women from their current age to extremely old ages, giving the comprehensive set of expectations needed for life-cycle modelling. 1 We show that even after averaging out idiosyncratic differences, individual subjective survival curves do not match the shape of population survival curves. People underestimate their chances of living to near ages and overestimate their chances at much older ages. Ludwig and Zimper (2013) find this pattern among people of different ages, and propose a learning model to account for the persistent bias.
The fact that we have expectations to a range of target ages from the same individual means we can verify their view that younger age pessimism followed by later age optimism is not a cohort effect. However we go further and show that this pattern of early pessimism followed by later optimism is actually anticipated by individuals of different ages. On average, people in our survey also underestimate their overall life expectancy, women more than men, and younger cohorts more than older cohorts, consistent with results reported in many studies from a wide range of countries (e.g., Hamermesh, 1985; Wenglert and Rosén, 2000; Hurd and McGarry, 2002; Banks et al., 2004; Gan et al., 2005; Elder, 2013; O'Donnell et al., 2008; Teppa and Lafourcade, 2013; Kutlu-Koc and Kalwij, 2013) .
Subjective survival models that use constant or target-age-independent rescalings of population survival curves cannot match the shifting pessimism and optimism we see in our data. We estimate and reject constant rescalings using several consistency tests. Instead we propose and implement a more general cubic model that adjusts population survival by scaling factors that change with cohort age and target age. Our data allow us to make much more precise estimates of subjective survival curves than we could using only a life expectancy or one probability (Gan et al., 2005) . 2 Incorporating these new dynamics into a simple life cycle model sharpens predictions. For example, early retirement survival pessimism followed by later retirement survival optimism can partly explain the high rates of drawdown in early retirement and slow decumulation very late in life of some cohorts (Börsch-Supan and Lusardi, 2003) . Pessimism among younger cohorts can help explain under-saving for retirement. Near age pessimism could motivate low rates of annuitization among younger retirees (Teppa and Lafourcade, 2013) or a dislike of deferred annuities. These results extend the literature on the effect of survival expectations on annuitization decisions (e.g., Milevsky and Young, 2007; Hainaut and Deelstra, 2014) and retirement consumption and portfolio decisions (e.g., Horneff et al., 2009; Salm, 2010) .
Our study adds to the extensive literature on individual survival expectations and their use in life cycle modelling, beginning with Hamermesh (1985) . Individual estimates of survival probabilities are coherent and useful for prediction and modelling (e.g., Smith et al., 2001; Hurd and McGarry, 2002; Hurd, 2009; Salm, 2010; Rohwedder and Delavande, 2011) , but vary widely between people, often in ways that correlate with know risk factors such as personal health and parents' mortality (e.g., Bissonnette et al., 2012; Khwaja et al., 2007; Ludwig and Zimper, 2013; Perozek, 2008; Wang, 2014) . Prior studies have shown that subjective survival expectations behave like probabilities (e.g., Hurd and McGarry, 1995; Hurd and McGarry, 2002; Gan et al., 2004; Smith et al., 2001) so that if complications caused by focal points can be managed (Hurd et al., 1998; Gan et al., 2005; Kleinjans and Soest, 2013) , researchers can use them to model individual subjective survival curves (e.g., Bissonnette et al., 2012; Elder, 2013; Gan et al., 2005; Khwaja et al., 2007; Perozek, 2008) .
In the next section, we describe the survey data. In Section 3 we test and reject the hypothesis that the subjective scaling factor is independent of target age within the same individual. Section 4 sets out a new model for subjective survival curves that allows for individual and cohort-level heterogeneity. We illustrate the effect of subjective survival probabilities on the perceived value of immediate and deferred annuities as well as on the consumption plans of forward looking agents in Section 5. Section 6 concludes.
Data
We collected subjective survival expectations from the Retirement Plans and Retirement Incomes: Pilot Survey, conducted in May 2011. 3 The survey was completed by a representative sample of 920 respondents aged between 50 and 74 years from the PureProfile online panel of over 600,000 Australians. Australian mortality patterns and longevity improvement rates are similar to other developed western countries.
After some deletions, our final sample comprised subjective survival probabilities of 855 respondents to seven target ages. Respondents answered the questions, "What are the chances that you will live to be age t a ?", where the target age "t a " took the values of 75, 80, 85, 90, 95, 100, 105, 110, 120 , and 120 + years respectively. Respondents chose probabilities from the list shown in Table 1 that most closely matched their expectation of survival at each age, however we exclude subjective survival probabilities to 110, 120, and 120 + years in our analysis, because the population life tables do not report any data for these ages. We also dropped respondents who chose increasing survival probabilities at older ages because their answers imply that at least some conditional survival probabilities were above one. This left 5985 (= 855 × 7) observations in total.
The survey also asked respondents, "To what age do you think you will live?", which gives an estimate of their subjective life expectancy. Table 2 contains summary statistics for subjective survival probabilities and life expectancies by age and gender, showing that women anticipate higher survival rates than men, although the variation between respondents of both genders is large. Women's average life expectancy is 83.9 years and men's is 82.6 years.
The survey also included socioeconomic and demographic information, such as current health, income, education, and marital status. Agnew et al. (2013) compare the sample and population demographics: age, gender, marital status, work status and income, survey sample proportions are very close to the 50-74 years Australian population. Except that survey respondents report slightly higher levels of formal education than the population, the sample is representative of middle-aged and retiring adults who are likely to be planning for retirement.
Consistency of subjective and population survival probabilities
In this section we compare subjective probabilities with population survival patterns. We begin with descriptive statistics for the whole sample by gender, then by cohort (current age) and by target age. We then fit re-scaling factors to each individual's projections at each target age and to their subjective life expectancy. Comparing these factors for each respondent lets us see if single constant re-scalings of population survival can match the subjective data.
Descriptive data
Average subjective survival expectations are pessimistic. Table 3 shows females underestimate lifetimes by an average of five years and males underestimate by an average of three years, consistent with Perozek (2008) and Bissonnette et al. (2012) . 4 At first glance, pessimism about life expectancy seems to be at odds with observed optimism about other future life states, (e.g., Weinstein, 1980; Weinstein and Klein, 1996; Harris and Hahn, 2011) especially health (e.g., Weinstein, 1982; Weinstein, 1984 and Massey et al., 2011) . But although health and life expectancy are correlated, optimism about health and pessimism about life expectancy can be harmonized if people expect their time to be spent in bad health to be much shorter than is really likely. In general, if as psychological studies show, most people are unwilling to plan for or even contemplate their own death (Kastenbaum, 2000) , mis-estimations of personal mortality are likely.
Younger cohorts underestimate survival (the 50-54 age group underestimates life expectancy by more than eight years) while older cohorts tend to overestimate, especially males (Ludwig and Zimper, 2013) . (Males in the 70-74 age group overestimate life expectancy by only one year, and females underestimate it by one year.) If people update their beliefs over time, information representation might affect the quality of updating so that at advanced ages, people might become more accurate at estimating survival because they observe more deaths among friends and family than when middle-aged (Hoffrage and Gigerenzer, 1996, Reber and Millward, 1971) . Psychological biases, such as underestimating the mean of a left-skewed distribution (Tversky and Kahneman, 1972) or overweighting small, and underweighting large, probabilities (Kahneman and Tversky, 1979) can also help explain the relative pessimism of middle-aged to older respondents. Another explanation is that people can overestimate the probability of conjunctive events (e.g., probability of surviving this year and surviving next year, and so on, see Bar-Hillel, 1973 and Kahneman, 1974) .
Pessimism also falls at older target ages within cohorts. In Table 3 , for any cohort, the negative difference between subjective survival probabilities and the population probabilities along the horizontal axis is biggest at nearer target ages and becomes smaller at later ages, eventually becoming positive. For our sample, average target age pessimism appears to peak at target age 80 while optimism peaks at target age 95. The within-cohort target age effect we find is different from the tendency for an individual's pessimism to switch to optimism as they themselves age (Ludwig and Zimper, 2013) since respondents anticipate decreasing future pessimism at the time they answer the survey. Ludwig and Zimper (2013) propose a model of modified Bayesian learning to explain how an individual can be pessimistic at younger ages but fail to converge to a true posterior about survival as they get older. They argue that people are relatively insensitive to data ('likelihood insensitivity') so that although they update their survival expectations with new data over time, they are also increasingly influenced by an optimism parameter that tilts subjective expectations away from the rational benchmark. Our data imply that if this updating model is true, people must anticipate learning in this way at the time they are forming expectations.
Subjective scaling factors
The usual method for adjusting life or cohort table survival probabilities for subjective variations is to re-scale using a constant subjective scaling factor (e.g., Gan et al., 2005) . Based on the current life table, the objective expected life time for an individual of gender g ∈ {M, F } (M is male, F is female), currently aged x, is given by:
where e x,g is the expected lifetime for an individual aged x with gender g; τ p x,g is the probability of an individual aged x surviving another τ years; and q x+s,s,g is the one-year mortality probability of an individual aged x + s at time s.
The subjective survival probability out to τ years for individual i at age x, τ p x,g,i , is
where c i is the subjective scaling factor for individual i. For now we assume c i is constant for all target ages t a = x + τ .
Using Equation (1), the corresponding subjective life expectancy, e x,g,i , for individual i is
While individual subjective scaling factors can be different from one because of private information or personal tendencies, the law of large numbers implies that the average subjective scaling factor for any cohort should equal one if individuals hold rational expectations.
Tests for constancy and consistency of subjective scaling factors
Survey responses include two sources of data for c i : responses to target age questions "What are the chances that you will live to be age t a ?" Third, if there is a constant subjective scaling factor c i that explains all the target age answers up to t a , we then ask whether it can also explain the factor implied by the point estimate of life expectancy. If this is the case, the indicator D 
i , and for each target age t a we have that 
Modeling subjective survival probabilities
In this section we model cohort and target age variation in subjective scaling factors, first at the individual level, allowing for the influences of observed variation in health and demographics and unobserved heterogeneity, and second at the cohort level averaging across individual differences.
Cohort-gender models with cubic terms in target age fit best.
Individual subjective scaling factors
We allow subjective scaling factors to depend on target age so that
where ln( c(x i , t a , g)) is the natural logarithm of the subjective scaling factor for individual i with gender g aged x i when projecting to target age t a , f (x i , t a , g) is a function of x i , t a and g for individual i, X i is a set of observed individual control variables, π i is an individual-specific error component, and ε i,ta,g is an independent error term, where π i ∼ N (0, σ 2 π ) and ε i,ta,g ∼ N (0, σ 2 ε ).
Note that π i is constant for individual i and can be interpreted as an unobserved individual tendency to pessimism or as additional personal information not captured by observed controls. Table 6 reports results of (1) a pooled OLS estimation with linear age and target age terms, (2) a fixed target age effects model, (3) a fixed target age and random cross-section effects model, and (4) a fixed and random effects model with a cubic form for age and target age.
Health and sociodemographic effects
Individuals in our sample who report physical or mental health problems also hold lower subjective survival expectations. In relation to mental health, Wright and Bower (1992) find that happy people are more optimistic, so people with Anxiety/Depression in our sample might therefore be more pessimistic: we estimate mortality odds of 1.49 for respondents who have depression and/or anxiety, close to the value of 1.52 estimated from a large population survey by Mykletun et al. (2009) .
The coefficient on gender (binary variable Female) has the expected sign but is not significant, possibly because of collinearity with Income. A $1,000 increase in annual salary is associated with a 0.2% decrease in the level of pessimism (for example, see Hurd and McGarry, 1995 and Balia, 2014) . 5 Effects of post school education are not statistically significant when income is included in the estimation, but are estimated with the expected negative sign when income is dropped. We also find larger regression errors among the low education group, in line with the finding of Hill et al. (2004) .
When comparing with panel studies of realized mortality, the higher income and more educated individuals in this sample appear to be more pessimistic than is warranted, and do not fully allow for their survival advantage. Clarke and Leigh (2011) for income (lowest quintile compared to highest quintile), and 1.63 for education (less than 12 years of education compared to more than 12 years). Using univariate effects in the model in column (3) we find weaker effects: 1.52 for income and 1.13 for education. The overall fit of the models possibly could be improved by including more informative covariates such as parents' time of death (Bloom et al., 2006) and smoking status (Khwaja et al., 2007) that were not collected by the survey. 6 5 While the coefficient on Wealth is insignificant and negligible, we find that one percentage point increase in the wealth allocation to fixed interest assets is associated with a 0.8% rise in pessimism level, after controlling for total wealth (estimation results are available upon request), implying a strong relationship between asset allocation and pessimism about survival. 6 We also test the reduced models (backward elimination, selection criterion t-value). Except for Intercept and Usual Activity Problem in columns (3) and (4) which increased from 0.455 to 0.530 when excluding non-significant covariates, the differences are negligible. Income becomes significant in the reduced model in column (4).
Current age and target age effects
Results in all models show that membership of an older cohort and/or projecting survival chances to more distant target ages reduces pessimism about survival. In the pooled OLS model (column (1)), which treats both age and target age as linear effects, estimated coefficients are both negative. In the fixed target age effect models (columns (2) and (3)), the target age indicators are jointly significant and show a monotonically decreasing trend as the target becomes more distant, while the coefficient on Age is significantly negative. (The only exception is the insignificant positive estimate for Target Age 80.) The estimate of target age in the pooled OLS model is within the confidence bounds of the estimates in the fixed effect models, and the small increase in R 2 shows that the additional explanatory power of the fixed effects is low.
Estimates confirm the relevance of higher order terms and interactions between age and target age (column(4) in Table 6 ). Although the main effects for Age and Target Age are positive, the marginal effect of Age is negative in the relevant age range for our sample. For older individuals, target age effects are U-shaped, whereas for middle-aged individuals the effects are inverse Ushaped.
Cohort-specific subjective scaling factors
Cohort models are useful for prediction when individual level explanatory variables are unknown, so we investigate age and gender-specific subjective scaling factors for different cohorts rather than individuals. Here we integrate out individual socioeconomic, health and idiosyncratic effects by averaging within those cohorts and propose a model to fit cohort-specific subjective scaling factors. Table 7 reports sample means of the log subjective scaling factors by cohort and target age, and the panels of Figure 1 show first the target age effects averaged over cohorts, and second, the cohort age effects averaged over target ages. In the upper panel, we see the average log subjective scaling factor for males increases to target age 80 then decreases, and passing through one around 13 target age 95. The lower panel shows that people become more confident of survival as they age, relative to the life tables, with pessimism switching to optimism during the 60's (males around 61, females around 67). (Women are consistently more pessimistic than males in projecting both life expectancies and survival probabilities.) Since the 60s is the decade in which many individuals retire and make decisions about retirement benefits, retirement residence and estate planning (Agnew et al., 2013) , the switch is particularly important.
Next, we allow the sample average of the cohort-specific subjective factor for males and females to vary with both current age and target age. The upper panels in Figure 2 illustrate that interactions are important because these surfaces are not planes. 7 Given the shape of the cohort-specific factor surface, we model the log subjective scaling factors at the cohort level using a cubic form in Age and Target Age. The estimation results of this cohort model are reported in columns (5) and (6) in Table 6 and in the lower panels in Figure 2 .
The cubic form in Age and Target Age fits the cohort-specific subjective scaling factor well, explaining about 95% of variation. For females almost all terms are statistically significant, whereas for males, only one out of four 3 rd order terms is statistically significant; we continue with the cubic form model over a quadratic model, because it explains the structural part better for males and we prefer a consistent structure for both genders. 8
The stationary points of the estimated polynomial indicate when respondents switch from being more pessimistic to being more optimistic. For females, there is a local maximum point of pessimism at current age 50 for target age 80 and a local minimum point at current age 71 to target age 97. 9 The maximum point of pessimism at age 50 and target age 80 is key to the pricing of life insurance products: if females are at the peak of pessimism when they are aged 7 One respondent in the age 70-74 cohort females shows at the target age 75 an irregularly high level of pessimism. After conducting robustness checks via repeatedly bootstrapping and re-estimating the model, we decided not to exclude this respondent because other answers contain meaningful information and the results are substantially unchanged. 8 We have also estimated a quadratic model, excluding the 3 rd order terms. For younger individuals the quadratic model is more pessimistic for close and distant target ages than the cubic model, whereas at target ages around 90 years, it is more optimistic. For older ages, the reverse is the case. 9 There are no local maximum/minimum points for males.
14 50 and projecting to the target age 80 (which would be common for decisions about products such as a life annuity), they will underestimate their survival probabilities by a lot more than life table predictions. (In fact, the perceived survival probability of females could be even lower than the life table the industry uses for pricing.) If women base their consumption and saving decisions on these subjective beliefs (Gan et al., 2004) , market prices on commercial annuities will look very unfair, as will "fairly priced" offerings to delay taking up social security. The effect of subjective survival probabilities on the perceived money's worth of an actuarial fair deferred annuity is much larger than on an immediate annuity. Advanced-life deferred annuities -deferred annuities with a first payment at advanced ages-are advocated as an alternative to immediate annuities, because they appear to be cheap as insurance for income at advanced ages. However when subjective expectations are used in valuation, at younger ages the perceived money's worth of deferred annuities is very low and increasing only at advanced ages, making them a difficult product to market.
Applications of subjective survival probabilities

Impact of subjective beliefs in life cycle models
Now we turn to the effect of subjective survival probabilities on optimal life cycle consumption decisions. We assume that an individual maximizes (subjective) expected lifetime utility, represented by an inter-temporally separable CRRA utility function. For the survival probabilities, unless mentioned otherwise, we assume that the individual uses the subjective survival probabilities related to their age, and dependent on the target age. Hence, at age 65, an individual would maximize his or her expected lifetime utility given the subjective survival probabilities he or she has at the age of 65 and use this to calculate consumption in that year. A year later the individual updates their subjective beliefs -that is, has the subjective survival probabilities of a 66-year-old individual -and at the beginning of that period chooses a consumption level by re-optimizing expected lifetime utility. We set parameters equal to the values often used in the life-cycle literature (Gomes and Michaelides, 2005) : relative risk aversion γ = 5; a time preference parameter (also referred to as subjective discount factor) β = 0.96; and u = 0.17 (Yogo, 2009) as the relative utility of bequest. The real risk-free return is set at r = 2.6% (Yogo, 2009 ) for all t. Let x(t) be the age at time t, W (t) the level of wealth (adjusted for inflation) at time t and C(t) the level of consumption (adjusted for inflation) at time t, then at each time t the individual solves:
where the first constraint denotes the positive wealth requirement and the second is the budget constraint. This assumes that the individual consumes at the start of the period and dies, thus leaving the bequest, at the end of the period.
We consider five methods for computing optimal consumption patterns:
i) Mortality probabilities from the life tables;
ii) Subjective mortality probabilities whose scaling factors depend on current age and target age (using columns (5) and (6) of Table 6 );
iii) Subjective mortality probabilities whose scaling factors depend on target age only (using columns (5) and (6) We include methods iv and v to compare our results with existing literature and to illustrate the importance of correctly incorporating age and target age in subjective survival beliefs.
Methods iv and v assume that the scaling factor is the same for all target ages and individuals do not update their subjective survival beliefs. In method v individuals optimize at age 65 (or age 50) based on the point estimate of their subjective life expectancy and in method iv based on their subjective survival probability to one target age. expectancy (method v) implies that he would consume more than the optimal level (method i) up to age 87 and thereafter -due to a low wealth level -less than the optimal level. This is the result of pessimistic subjective life expectancy. However, when using a constant scaling factor based on the subjective survival probability to age 80 (method iv), he under-consumes before age 87 and over-consumes later. We find similar results using subjective mortality probabilities at age 65, which do depend on target age (method iii).
When individuals are constantly updating their subjective mortality beliefs (method ii) the optimal consumption plan changes from concave to convex, because they become more optimistic as they age. Age-varying subjective survival beliefs thus also partly explain observed conservative spending patterns in retirement (e.g., Banks et al., 1998; Benartzi et al., 2011; Poterba et al., 2011) where individuals continue to accumulate wealth early in retirement. By comparing method ii and iii, we observe that up to age 92 an individual who updates his consumption level to changes in his subjective beliefs on surviving will consume less than he initially -at age 65 -planned to consume.
Planning for retirement often gains momentum in middle age, so we conduct the same analysis starting from age 50 (Figure 4 , upper panel). Method v produced similar outcomes as for the 65 year planning date, and using current subjective survival probabilities (methods iii and iv)
indicates that individuals would over-consume early in retirement, up to age 84. In addition, individuals planning from age 50 and constantly updating their mortality beliefs (method ii)
will also overconsume before age 60. (For the case of deterministic labor income where human capital is part of total wealth, over-consumption at age 50 is equivalent to not saving enough for retirement.) Hence, the subjective survival probabilities also play a role in explaining why individuals save too little for retirement, (e.g., Mitchell and Moore, 1998; Laibson et al., 1998) .
Summarizing, we show that incorporating subjective survival beliefs which depend both on age and target age into the core expected utility model provides substantially different con-sumption patterns than the consumption plan based on life table (rational) expectations, and the consumption plan calibrated using a constant subjective scaling factor. While there are other explanations for both under-saving for retirement (such as hyperbolic discounting) and
under-spending in retirement (such as unexpected health expenditure), the empirical pattern of subjective survival beliefs documented here contributes to explaining both puzzles rather than only one of them.
Conclusions
Many important economic decisions depend on subjective life expectancy. Studies have shown that cross-sectional variation in subjective survival probabilities is both large and powerfully predictive of individual economic behavior and realized mortality (e.g. Hamermesh, 1985; Hurd, 2009; Hurd and McGarry, 2002; Smith et al., 2001) . However because of a lack of detailed data, it is common practice to estimate a whole individual survival curve from a single point estimate of life expectancy or a survival probability, effectively assuming each person's pattern of deviation from population life tables is constant.
Based on a more comprehensive measure of subjective survival beliefs, we reject the assumption of constancy and find that a large part of the individual variation in subjective scaling factors can be explained by a polynomial form in current age and projecting target age. While subjective survival probabilities are generally pessimistic, pessimism decreases as the target age (forecasting horizon) increases, and also decreases with the current age of the individual (cohort age) and females are more pessimistic than males (Ludwig and Zimper, 2013; Perozek, 2008; Bissonnette et al., 2012) .
There are several possible explanations for our findings, first, that forecasts of desirable events are more pessimistic in the short term than in the long term (Wright and Ayton, 1992) and second, that individuals adjust probabilities (possibly over-adjusting) as they learn about mortality at advanced ages (Reber and Millward, 1971 ). In addition, Kahneman and Tversky (1979) argue 20 that individuals tend to overweight small probabilities and underweight large probabilities. As a result, the low mortality probability for young cohorts (or when projecting to close target ages) and the low survival probabilities for old cohorts (or when projecting to distant target ages) are likely to be overestimated.
Our results have wide-ranging implications for explaining individual decision making in lifecycle modeling and retirement policy as well as myriad other applications. For example, the peak of pessimism among females at age 50 in projecting to a target age of 80, combined with the general pessimism among most groups, can partially explain the annuity puzzle among younger cohorts and may be a factor in apparently irrational choices around social security. We One of the limitations of our analysis is a lack of information on realized mortality for our sample. We cannot judge how well the people surveyed here predict their own survival. Future work that expands longitudinal surveys from a variety of countries to include more measures of survival expectations over a wide range of target ages, as well as tracking realized mortality for the survey respondents, would greatly improve understanding of the dynamics of survival expectations. The upper panels graphs the natural logarithm of subjective scaling factors by cohort age (median age of cohort) and target age (see Table 7 ). The middle panels graph the lower and upper (5% and 95%) bootstrapped quantile of the subjective scaling factor. The lower panels graph the smoothed subjective scaling factor using the estimation results from Weighted Least Square regressions of cohort level subjective scaling factor, see column (5) and column (6) of Table 6 . 29 The left panels graph the perceived money's worth of immediate annuities. The right panels graph the perceived money's worth of deferred annuities with a first payment at age 85. The upper panels graph values for males; the lower panels graph values for females. The assumed interest rate is 4% p.a. The solid lines graph values calculated using the subjective mortality probabilities whose scaling factors depend on current age and target age (using columns (5) and (6) of Table 6 ); the dot-dash lines graph values calculated assuming a constant scaling factor (sample average) based on the subjective survival probability to age 75 (for people up to 65 years old), 80 (for people from 65 up to 70 years old) or 85 (for people over 70 years old); and the dashed lines graph values assuming a constant scaling factor based on subjective life expectancy (sample average). The upper panels of the graph display the consumption path and wealth level for a 50 year old calculated using the five methods described below; the lower panels display the consumption path and wealth level for a 65 year old. The (real) consumption (left panels) and wealth level (right panels) are displayed as a fraction of the current wealth level. (i) assumes the mortality probabilities from the life tables;(ii) assumes the subjective mortality probabilities where scaling factors depend on age and target age (using columns (5) and (6) of Table 6 );(iii) assumes the subjective mortality probabilities where scaling factors depend on target age (using columns (5) and (6) of Table 6 ); (iv) assumes a constant scaling factor based on subjective survival probability to age 75 (for 50 years old) or 80 (for 65 years old, using sample average); (v) assumes a constant scaling factor based on subjective life expectancy (sample average). Table for Subjective Survival Probabilities   Category Interpretation  0 No chance, almost no chance (1 in 100) 1
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Very slight possibility (1 chance in 10) 2
Slight possibility (2 chances in 10) 3
Some possibility (3 chances in 10) 4
Fair possibility (4 chances in 10) 5
Fairly good possibility (5 chances in 10) 6
Good possibility (6 chances in 10) 7 Probable (7 chances in 10) 8
Very probable (8 chances in 10) 9
Almost sure (9 chances in 10) 10
Certain, practically certain (99 chances in 100) Table Probabilities The table reports means of differences between subjective survival probabilities and cohort (improved) life table probabilities, sorted by cohorts in rows and target ages in columns. A significantly positive value is labelled "optimistic" and a significantly negative value is labelled "pessimistic", based on one-tailed t-tests. "Neutral" indicates that means of differences are insignificantly different from zero using a one-tailed t-test. The table reports estimates of the regression of the natural logarithm of individual subjective scaling factor from subjective survival probabilities on groups of independent variables. Column (1) presents OLS estimates of the following regression equation assuming the effects of Target Age (TA) is linear:
Column (2) includes fixed target age effects. Column (3) includes fixed target age effects and cross-sectional random effects on the error term ε i,ta , i.e. ε i,ta = π i + µ i,ta where π i is considered random. Column (4) adds higher order terms in Age and TA. Columns (5) and (6) are Weighted Least Square regressions of cohort level subjective scaling factors shown in Panel B and C of Table  7 on Age and TA. Female, Married, Prev. married, Working, Graduate and Vocational are binary variables that are equal to 1 if the respondent is female, married or in a de facto relationship, divorced/separated/widowed, employed, holding a university (college) degree, and a vocational qualification, and 0 otherwise. Income is annual gross income and Wealth is net personal wealth in thousands of dollars. All health variables are binary variables equal to 1 if the respondent has the relevant heath problem and 0 otherwise. t-statistics in parentheses are calculated from robust standard errors. F -stats are for joint significance of target age fixed effects in columns (2) and (3), and of higher order terms in age and target age in columns (4), (5) and (6). Random effects χ 2 -stats are Breusch and Pagan LM test for random cross section effects. σ ε is the standard error of regression in columns (1), (2), (5) and (6), and is the standard error of residuals from between-individual variation in columns (3) and (4). σ π is the standard error of residuals from within-individual variation. The table reports means of the natural logarithm of subjective scaling factors, sorted by cohorts and target ages. N denotes the number of observations. A significantly positive number indicates pessimism. t-stats are for t-tests of zero means. "Pessimistic" or "Optimistic" indicates that means of subjective scaling factors are significantly different from zero according to a one-tailed t-test. "Neutral" indicates that means of differences are significant according to a two-tailed t-test. 
